All your
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covered
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The range

Process Calibration
Tools from GE

Advanced Modular
Calibration System

The Elite range
The Druck Process Calibration range from GE gives
you reliable, accurate and easy to use calibration
tools and instruments at every level.
From simple electrical loop tests to high accuracy calibration tools
and modular, multifunction systems, the Druck range means
you can keep your people and plant running efficiently,
productively and safely.

High Accuracy
Pressure Calibrators

Dry Block and
Liquid Bath Calibrators

The Expert range

Single and
Multifunction
Calibrators

Hand Pumps

The Essential range
Continued overleaf

Gauges

Elite
Modular multifunction communication and calibration
The Elite range gives you state-of-the-art calibration, communication and data integration on the move. Featuring temperature, electrical, frequency and pressure
calibration with HART, Foundation Fieldbus and Profibus communications, the Elite range gives you fast, intelligent workflows on the move. Modular design gives you
the capability of a full calibration lab, anywhere in the field. And if you need wider test and calibration tool options, our Essential and Expert ranges have you covered.

Genii
Multifunction
Calibrator

Genii-IS
Multifunction
Calibrator

Pressure
Generating
Base

IS Pressure
Generating
Base

Genii
Modular
System

Expert
High performance, high accuracy calibration
Our high performance Expert range provides incredible calibration capability built around GE Druck’s benchmark reliability, accuracy and
ease-of-use. This high accuracy range gives you leading mobile calibration for electrical, temperature and pressure applications. And if you
need wider test and calibration solutions, our Essential and Elite ranges have you covered.

DPI 612 series
Multifunction
Pressure
Calibrators

DPI 611
Pressure
Calibrator

Dry Block
Temperature
Calibrator

Essential
Core function test and calibration
The day-to-day test and calibration tools you can rely on. GE Druck’s Essential product range is tough, reliable, accurate and easy to use.
So you can get on with your job and trust our Essential range to do theirs. And if you need higher accuracy, or wider functionality, our
Expert and Elite ranges have you covered.

DPI 880
Multifunction
Calibrator

DPI 800
Pressure
Indicator:
Higher
Accuracy

DPI 802
Pressure
Indicator
with mA

DPI 832
Electrical Loop
Calibrator

UPS-III and
UPS-III-IS
Loop
Calibrator

DPI 705 and
DPI 705-IS
Pressure
Indicator

DPI 104 and
DPI 104-IS
Pressure
Gauges

PV411A
Multifunction
Hand Pump*

*Pneumatic and Hydraulic versions also available

You’re in control
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